The National Park Service is recruiting to fill a Fire Ecologist position duty stationed at Glacier National Park and serving two additional parks in Montana. Glacier is seeking a motivated team oriented professional who is eager to plan and implement a variety of projects in support of the National Park Service's mission of managing wildland fire on the land. The selectee is expected to be well versed in all aspects of fire management. Top candidates will have experience in, or a strong willingness to learn, prescribed fire and wildfire planning and operational tasks.

The Fire Ecologist will directly supervise a field staff of up to four Biological Science Technicians (Fire Effects Monitors) and may lead field data collection. The Ecologist will work closely with both Fire Managers and Resource Management professionals to design and implement site specific to landscape-scale monitoring projects to evaluate shared management objectives.
The Duty Station for this position is West Glacier, MT and the target start date for this position is April 12, 2020. Government housing may be available on a bid system, however this process is competitive and long term "in park" housing is not guaranteed.

The announcement is located at: https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/557856100

Please direct questions to the Fire Management Officer, Jeremy Harker by phone at 406-888-7812 or email at Jeremy_Harker@nps.gov.